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Lincat GS65 Silverlink 600 Electric Counter-top Griddle - Steel Plate
600mm wide - 4.5 kW   View Product 

 Code : GS65

  
 60% OFF   Sale 

£1,795.00

£717.99 / exc vat
£861.59 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 3 Working Days delivery

 - Next Working Day delivery - £42.50 + £42.50

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

Whether youre cooking eggs, bacon, burgers or
vegetables, the versatile Silverlink 600 Electric Griddle
wont let you down.

The hard-wearing 12 mm thick steel plate provides even
heat distribution and excellent heat retention, while the
griddle is thermostatically controlled to give accurate
temperatures during the cooking process for consistent
results.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 330 600 620

Cm 33 60 62

Inches
(approx)

12 23 24

 Higher powered element for maximum output for a

busy kitchen

 Hard wearing 12 mm think machined steel plate

providing even heat distribution and excellent heat

retention

 Thermostatically controlled to give accurate

temperatures during the cooking process for

consistent results

 Removable front drainer drawer which also makes for

easy cleaning. Ideal for busy establishments

 The plate is fully welded into the frame to prevent

leaks and places where food and carbon can build up

Power Type : 611

Power Supply : 3155

Material : Stainless Steel
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